Vascular Repair by Tissue-Resident Endothelial Progenitor Cells in Endotoxin-Induced Lung Injury.
Vascular disruption is one of the pathological hallmarks in acute respiratory distress syndrome. Bone marrow (BM)-derived circulating endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) and lung tissue-resident EPCs have been considered to play a pivotal role in pulmonary vascular repair; however, which population is predominant in local pulmonary vasculogenesis remains to be clarified. We therefore examined the origin of EPCs participating in the regenerative process of pulmonary vascular endothelial cells (PVECs) in experimental acute respiratory distress syndrome. Lung samples from mice administered LPS intratracheally were investigated for cell dynamics and EPC functions. Quantitative flow cytometric analysis demonstrated that the number of PVECs decreased by roughly 20% on Day 1 and then recovered on Day 7 of LPS challenge. Bromodeoxyuridine-incorporation assays and immunofluorescence microscopy demonstrated that proliferating PVECs preferentially located in the capillary vessels. Experiments using BM chimera mice revealed that most of the regenerating PVECs were tissue-resident cells, and BM-derived cells hardly engrafted as PVECs. The population of circulating putative phenotypical EPCs decreased during the first week after LPS challenge. The regenerating PVECs were characterized by high colony-forming and vasculogenic capacities, intracellular reactive oxygen species scavenging and aldehyde dehydrogenase activites, and enhanced gene expression of Abcb1b (a drug-resistant gene), suggesting that the population of PVECs included tissue-resident EPCs activated during regenerative process of PVECs. The proliferating PVECs expressed CD34, Flk-1/KDR, and c-kit more strongly and Prom1/CD133 less strongly on the surface than nonproliferating PVECs. Our findings indicated that lung tissue-resident EPCs predominantly contribute to pulmonary vascular repair after endotoxin-induced injury.